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Latest World News Videos. More Videos See mesmerizing footage of Mount Etna spewing lava
Italy's Mount Etna, one of the most active volcanoes in the world, has had spurts of activity
recently, spewing fountains of lava and ash into the air. World News 15 Videos. See
mesmerizing footage of Mount Etna spewing lava. Exclusive: Inside Russia's new Covid vaccine
factory. Who is 'El Chapo'? Residents in Italian town reflect on life one year under pandemic. Oil
spill leads Israel to close beaches. CNN speaks with sister of slain Myanmar protest victim.
Here's what we know about England's reopening plans. What we know about the killing of Italy's
ambassador to the DRC. Rare access inside a hospital shows how Iraq is handling Covid
Footage shows debris from plane in Dutch town. This country still only has 1 reported death
from Covid Pro-democracy protesters in Myanmar met with violence. Olympics chief row
reveals a deeper problem in Japanese politics. Israeli opposition horrified by Netanyahu deal
with homophobic party. Beijing faces new abuse claims from Xinjiang. Latest international
coronavirus videos Lithuanian FM: Russia 'absolutely' playing politics with its vaccine. Here's
how schools are reopening in Abu Dhabi. Hear why this expert is optimistic about vaccines'
efficacy. CNN finds evidence China is advancing theory that the virus originated in a lab in
Maryland. Editor of medical journal explains how Russia's vaccine works. This 'critical'
component for Covid vaccines is in short supply. Coronavirus cases in this UK city are
'dramatically' decreasing. Canada's elderly are 'terrified' vaccines may not come soon enough.
Cubans face an impossible choice: Go hungry or risk virus. WHO Wuhan mission finds possible
signs of wider original outbreak in Covid vaccine rollout is a much-needed win for the UK. US
Politics of the Day Capitol officials say riot was planned and involved white supremacists. What
Trump's released tax records mean for DA's criminal case. Biden leads nation in mourning , US
Covid deaths. Honig: Public won't see Trump's taxes unless this happens. Lara Trump: Donald
Trump may run in and beyond. Texas GOP rep. GOP governor reacts to his nephew leaving the
Republican Party. Did Pence feel betrayed after riot? His former chief of staff responds. Jill
Biden is hitting the ground running -- in all directions. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez visits Texas
after winter storm. Georgia GOP pushing new sweeping bill to restrict voting. Latest
international sports videos Life after seeing death: Romain Grosjean's journey back to racing.
Iranian judoka Saeid Mollaei competes in Israel. Erling Haaland: The making of Europe's next
football superstar. Chloe Kim looks for Olympics glory. Tom Brady throws Super Bowl trophy
from one boat to another. Arsene Wenger: Kylian Mbappe is the new Pele. Tennis legend's
daughter joins her on the court. Protesters storm Marseille training ground. Climbing Europe's
tallest chimney. Best of CNN Style Why does it matter what Kamala Harris wears? Youth poet
laureate recites her stunning poem at Biden inauguration. The story behind Italy's most visited
cultural site. How the most expensive clothes in the world get made. A look back at Princess
Diana's life in fashion. Remembering 'Hutch:' The Black cabaret star Britain forgot. How red
lipstick became a symbol of strength. The untold story of Dubai's first skyscraper. Remember
when Marilyn Monroe's white dress made movie history? SR Blackbird: Still the world's fastest
plane. Last of the samurai swordsmiths. Photographer reveals the hidden colors of suburban
Istanbul. These viral moments reshaped the fashion industry. NASA's X is still the world's
fastest manned aircraft. Beirut's architectural heritage: What the city stands to lose. Kim
Kardashian West's style evolution. Doing your laundry spills plastics into the ocean. Christo: 'I
am an artist who is totally irrational'. Can a hashtag help your mental health in isolation? Beauty
is protest for young North Korean women. Yinka Shonibare: 'Art should start conversation'. The
story behind Pac-Man and his ghosts. Preserving Macao's handmade signs in the digital age.
Pride A history of the rainbow flag. Remember when 'Twin Peaks' rewrote the TV rulebook? The
buzz cut is back -- here's how to get the look. Why music legends travel to this remote island.
Meet the man who invented the emoji. Remember when Madonna's cone bra made its debut?
Christian Louboutin: 'Every journey is different'. Remember when Cher's outfit stole the show at
the Oscars? A brief history of the red carpet. Why two women dancing is so rare. From
Facebook page to far-right fashion brand. Why is artist Yayoi Kusama obsessed with dots? How
ballet dancers train during a lockdown. This tool is changing the game for supermodels. We
recommend contacting your local Certified Tech or Dealer to assist you in diagnosing your
technical issues. Below are some common error issues and some tips on checking or resolving
the issue. If you do need assistance identifying a part for your spa, see the Contact Us info.
Need an Owner's Manual? When the spa goes into the Watchdog the spa will not operate. This
is how it happens: When you try to use the spa, you will see 3 or 4 dashes on the control panel
depends upon the model. If you try and reset your breaker, sometimes it comes on but it will
probably go back into Watchdog error - - - -. Most common cause for Watchdog is the
Temperature Sensor. We have alot of people replace the high limit also and it could also be an
issue. If you power the spa down and power it back up it may work for a while but will do the
same thing again. You need to replace the Temp Sensor. See part numbers: , , or for your switch

type. Please add an item to your cart to view shipping cost. To check out please select
Checkout Now. We do not ship or sell outside of the USA! Click Here Please Product Support.
Untitled Document We recommend contacting your local Certified Tech or Dealer to assist you
in diagnosing your technical issues. Testing to see if Circ Pump or Flow Switch. If this pump
goes on on Low Speed or High Speed if your spa has been configured for 60 amps to run the
heater on high speed, note: the heater will not come on if it was not configured for 60 amps by
the dealer when delivered, otherwise the heater only comes on in the Low Speed and the Heater
comes on then you Circulation Pump is defective and needs to be replaced. If the heater does
not come on at all then more than likely the Flow Switch is defective and needs to be replaced.
Heater is deactivated. Troubleshooting Steps: 1. Remove filter and allow air to bleed out of filter.
Check filter for trapped air. Check for proper water level. Check for clogged filter. Check
secondary screen filter Solo Models only 5. Check for sticking or damaged weir gate. Heater is
deactivated and pump may not turn on. Measure resistance across switch terminals for infinite
resistance. With the circ pump and the main pump on, test switch operation with an ohmmeter
in the continuity position, test for continuity across switch terminals. Measure resistance
across switch terminals for continuity. With the circ pump on and the main pump off Portofino
Models with Circulation Pump , test switch operation with an ohmmeter meter in the continuity
position, test for continuity across switch terminals. If there is no continuity, turn the main
pump back on, if you then have continuity, then your Circulation Pump is suspect. The
Circulation Pump may be plugged up with debris or it is defective. If the Flow Switch test OK in
all the above instances, check switch wiring harness. If wiring harness tests ok, then the Circuit
Board is possibly defective. Set ohmmeter in the continuity position. Measure resistance across
switch terminals for infinite resistance with pump off. If continuity is measured with pump off,
the switch is defective. If debris is present, remove debris, install switch and test system. If
condition still exist, replace switch. If continuity is measured, switch is OK. High-limit sensor
located in the heater drywell is nonfunctional. Sn3: Heater is deactivated. Main temperature
sensor located in filter bucket is nonfunctional. Check interlock jumper located on the sensor
harness. Also Turn Power off to spa at breaker and then turn system back on. Heater not
working? Is Your Heater Defective or not working? Heater elements either work or don't work,
there is no inbetween, so if you are getting some heat then the issue is probably elsewhere.
Continuity Test or Ohms test: Turn off the power to the spa and with your probe set to a
continuity check, probe the 2 heater terminals at the same time. One probe on one terminal, and
the other on the other terminal. Using an Ohm meter, on its lowest setting, measure the
resistance between the 2 heater terminals. The typical range is Ohms. Another test: With your
Ohm meter set to the highest setting, probe one of the heater element terminals and the other
probe to the housing Metal or Ground. You should get an infinite reading indicating no
continuity to ground. Winterizing your Spa Your Sundance Spa is designed to automatically
protect itself against freezing when operating properly. During periods of severe freezing
temperatures, you should check periodically to be certain that the electrical supply to the spa
has not been interrupted. In extreme bitter cold weather less than degrees F verify standard
mode is selected to protect the spa from freezing. If you do not intend to use the spa or you
have a mechanical issue, or if there is a prolonged power outage during periods of severe
freezing temperatures, it is important that all water be removed from the spa and equipment and
plumbing lines to protect against damage from frrezing. Expert winterization of your spa is
highly recommended, contact your local Sundance Dealer. Here are some hints to assist you: 1.
Follow your owner's manual for draining the spa 2. See your owner's manual. Turn the waterfall
valve s to the open position to allow the water in the plumbing lines to drain. As the water level
drops below the seats, use whatever means necessary to get the water out of the recessed
seating areas and into the footwell. Remove the equipment side cabinet panels and locate the
drain plugs in the front of each pump. Remove these plugs to allow ater to drain out of the
pumps and heater. Loosen clamp at bottom of heater and pull hose off of heater fitting twist the
hose back and forth while pulling downward. Tip hose down and allow to drain, then reinstall
hose and clamp. Reinstall cabinet sides and cover spa so that no moisture can enter it. Consult
your local dealer if you have any question on winterizing your spa. Most electrical components
are interrelated and one item that seems to be the issue may be related to something else that is
causing the issue. Many service related issues cannot be diagnosed without being infield at the
spa. We highly recommend that you use a qualified Service Tech to assist you with infield
diagnosis. Your cart is empty. Powered by Network Solutions Online Store. Quick Links. The
manual is designed to aid service personnel in service-oriented applications. This manual is
divided into sections. The sections cover specific snowmobile components or systems and, in
addition to the standard service procedures, includes assembling, disassembling, and
inspecting instructions. Page 5: General Information These numbers are required to complete

warranty claims General Information properly. No warranty will be allowed by Arctic Cat Inc.
Page 6: Genuine Parts After the 10 hour break-in period, the snowmo- petroleum-based oil into
the spark plug hole; then bile may be taken to an authorized Arctic Cat Snowmo- pull the recoil
starter handle slowly about five bile dealer for a checkup and oil change at the discretion times.
Check all control wires and cables for signs of Torque Specifications wear or fraying. Replace if
necessary. Use cable ties or tape to route wires and cables away from hot or rotating parts.
Torque 4. Inspect the drive chain and drive chain tightener. Item ft-lb Replace if necessary. Page
Engine This engine section has been organized into sub-sections showing a progression for the
complete servicing of the Arctic Cat cc engine. For consistency purposes, this section shows a
complete and thorough progression; however, for efficiency it may be preferable to remove and
disassemble only those components needing to be addressed and to service only those
components. Page Disassembling 9. At this point, scribe a line at the front of the engine
Remove the engine from the engine compartment. Record the measurement for Disassembling
installing purposes. Remove the oil drain plug and drain the oil; then install the oil plug and
tighten securely. Page 12 4. Remove the two springs from the governor arm, throttle cable
bracket, and retaining bracket. Remove the lock nuts and rocker arm pivots secur- Using a
flywheel puller, remove the flywheel. Remove the push rods; then remove the push rod guide
plate. IO Page 14 Rotate the crankshaft until the connecting rod cap screws are accessible. Note
the relation of the connecting rod journal to the crankshaft and mark the connecting rod and
end cap for reference during installation; then remove the cap screws and connecting rod end
cap. Servicing Components Thoroughly clean all non-electrical components in parts- cleaning
solvent; then remove any carbon buildup from the cylinder head, piston dome, valves, and valve
seats. Visually inspect all engine components for wear or damage. Rotate the valve until the
valve and seat are evenly Clearance polished. Using a micrometer and small bore gauge, take 6.
Clean all compound residue from the valve and diameter readings on the valve stems and inside
seat. Page 17 Removing Piston Rings 1. Starting with the top ring, slide one end of the ring out
of the ring-groove. Remove each ring by working it toward the dome of the piston while rotating
it out of the groove. Page 18 3. Piston skirt to cylinder clearance must be within 0. Installing
Piston Rings 1. Place the oil ring expander into the bottom groove of the piston allowing the
ends to contact each other. Check the connecting rod side clearance by using a thickness
gauge. If the clearance exceeds the limit, replace the connecting rod or crankshaft. Clearance
measurement must be within 0. GEN 3. Inspect for cracks, scoring, pitting, imperfections, or
warping. Inspect the sealing surfaces for trueness by placing each on the surface plate covered
with grit wet-or-dry sandpaper. Using light pressure, move both sides in a figure eight motion.
Inspect the sealing surfaces for any indication of high spots or warping. Page 22 4. With the
connecting rod, end cap, and crankshaft journal lubricated with engine oil, install the connecting rod and rod end cap to the crankshaft and secure with the cap screws. Tighten evenly
to in. Page 23 IO IO 9. Tighten to 16 ft-lb using the position the shaft so the flat end A of the
shaft is following pattern. Page 25 Rotate the flywheel until the magnet of the fly- wheel is under
the legs of the ignition coil; then insert a flat 0. With a gasket in place on the intake tube, install
3. Align the engine with the scribed line made during the air cleaner case, and with gasket,
insulator removing; then measure the distance between the plate, and cap screws, secure the
case to the intake crankshaft and the driveshaft. Ground connections dirty â€” loose 1. Check
all ground connections â€” clean and tight 2. Wiring harness shorting â€” disconnected 2.
Repair â€” replace â€” connect wiring harness 3. This section has been organized for servicing
the fuel 1. Remove the screws securing the air cleaner cover system. Page 31 4. Remove the
float pin D securing the float E to 7. Place the carburetor insulator on a surface plate the
carburetor body; then remove the float and covered with grit wet-or-dry sandpaper. Move the
insulator over the surface plate using a figure eight motion. Install the choke cable and secure
the cable with the jam nuts and pinch screw. Install the fuel supply hose on the carburetor.
Place the gasket and air cleaner assembly into position on the carburetor; then secure with the
flanged nuts and cap screw. Page Throttle Cable Speed Control Screw IOB Throttle Cable The
maximum speed of the snowmobile can be reduced The correct throttle cable adjustment is
when with the by adjusting the speed control screw. Page 34 3. Remove the C-clip securing the
cable in the throt- 6. Inspect the throttle cable for damage or fraying. Route the cable through
the slot in the throttle con- trol and insert the cable into the throttle control. Choke valve will not
seat 1. Adjust â€” service â€” replace choke cable â€” assembly 2. Idle fuel adjuster screw out
of adjustment 2. Adjust idle fuel adjuster screw 3. Page Electrical System As the flywheel turns
faster, the primary current Electrical System increases, and the terminal voltage of the circuit
consist- ing of the resistor R and the transistor TR1 increases. Page Testing Ignition Switches
D. Defective tether 3. Connect one tester lead to one end of the cap and the other tester lead to
other end of the cap. Testing Ignition Switches 1. Disconnect the engine wires from the main

wiring harness. At the main wiring harness engine connector, connect the red tester lead to the
violet wire; Remove the self-tapping screws securing the front clutch shield and rear sprocket
cover; then remove from the engine compartment. Note the position of the hood cable. Page
Track And Driveshaft 5. Inspect the chain and chain sprocket for wear or 4. Compress and hold
the brake lever; then install the damage. Tighten the 6. Inspect the driveshaft sprockets for wear
or damage. Page 40 4. Remove the cap screws securing the upper idler 4. Inspect the keyways
in the driveshaft and in the wheel assembly to the tunnel; then remove the chain sprocket for
wear or damage. Inspect the chain and chain sprocket for damage or wear. Page Track Tension
If the track is too loose, it may slap against the tunnel causing wear, or it may ratchet on the
track drive sprockets. Arctic Cat recommends that the track tension be checked once a month
and adjusted accordingly. Page Track Alignment Excessive wear to the idler wheels, drive lugs,
and track 5. If the distances from the rear idler wheels to the will occur if the track is improperly
aligned. Arctic Cat inner track drive lugs are not the same on both recommends that the track
alignment be checked once a sides, an adjustment is necessary. Disconnect the brake cable
from the lever; then slide the brake cable out of the lever. Lock Nut 8. Washer Retainer Pin 2.
Bushing 9. Cap Screw Washer 3. Rivet Page Checking Brake Lever Travel 6. Secure the brake
cable to the steering post with a cable tie; then install the handlebar pad. Install the hood cable
and the front clutch shield. Compress the brake lever fully. Check the distance between the
brake lever and the lever stop. Track alignment adjusted incorrectly 1. Track tension adjusted
incorrectly 1. Adjust track tension 2. Page Rear Suspension This section has been organized so
each procedure can be Rear Suspension completed individually and efficiently. The technician
should use discretion and sound judgment when remov- ing and installing components.
Remove the lock nut, washers, and cap screw securing the end cap. To do this, remove the
machine screw and lock nut securing the wear strip at the front of the slide rail; Using a
straightedge, inspect the slide rail for any unusual bends. Place the straightedge along the
bottom surface of the slide rail. If the rail is found to be bent, it must be replaced. Place the
straightedge along the side of the slide rail. With the skid frame removed, remove the cap 1.
Inspect each idler wheel for cracks or damage. Rotate the idler wheel bearing by hand and
wheels. Remove the idler wheels from the axle and inspect for binding or roughness. Remove
the cap screw securing the cross-brace axle 8. Remove the slide rail from the skid frame.
Inspect the slide rail for cracks or unusual bends. Inspect the wear strip for wear. The wear strip
must be 0. Secure the rear arm to the support bracket with the 7. Place the end cap onto the rail
and secure with the cap screw. Tighten securely. Tighten to 78 in. Remove the handlebar pad. A
4. Remove the C-clip securing the throttle cable in 2. Remove the C-clips securing the brake and
throttle the throttle control; Pull the steering post up and out of the lower bear- ing. Remove the
lock nuts and cap screws securing the tie rods to the steering post. Steering Post Pad Cover
Hex Nut 2. Page 54 5. Tighten the upper and lower retainer cap screws securely. A 9. Seat each
cable drum into its lever recess; then secure each with a pin and C-clip. Turn the handlebar
full-left and full-right several times to ensure free movement. Page Ski Arctic Cat recommends
that the ski 2. Inspect the ball joints and tie rods for cracks or wear bars be checked once a
week and replaced if worn unusual bends. Page Spindle 3. Wash the ball joint in parts-cleaning
solvent. Dry 3. Remove the lock nut securing the tie-rod ball joint with compressed air. Inspect
the ball joint pivot to the spindle account for the washer ; then area for wear. Apply an
all-temperature grease to remove the ball joint from the spindle. Page Ski Alignment 3. Inspect
the suspension arm axle area for wear. Secure the spindle in a vise. Rotate the spindle
clockwise and counterclockwise. The movement should be smooth and free. If the spindle
movement is rough or binding, grease the spindle with an all- temperature grease. Page Front
Suspension A-Arms 4. While holding the straight ski in position, rotate the tie rod until the
measurement between the skis is within specifications. When the ski alignment is correct, apply
blue Loc- tite to the jam nut threaded areas and tighten each jam nut securely against the tie
rod. Page Belly Pan 3. Using the Shock Spring Removal Tool, remove the spring from the shock
body by compressing the spring; then remove the spring retainer from the top of the spring.
Inspect the shock absorber by quickly compressing and extending the shock plunger while
firmly holding the shock body. Remove the vent hose from the top of the gas tank. Raise the
flap at the rear of the seat and remove the two cap nuts securing the seat assembly to the tunnel. Account for two washers. Page Headlight Assembly 8. Connect the fuel hose to the
carburetor and turn the gas tank shut-off valve to the OPEN position. When replacing the
headlight bulb, the bulb assembly must first be removed from the housing. Page Wiring
Diagram Wiring Diagram Page 64 Printed in U. Trademarks of Arctic Cat Inc. This manual is also
suitable for: sno pro Print page 1 Print document 64 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links.
See also: Manual. Table of Contents. Service Station Manual. Troubleshooting Troubleshooting

83 Troubleshooting procedure if the EFI warning light on the instrument panel turns on or if
there is abnormal engine performance 84 Checks and inspections Page 2 The descriptions and
illustrations given in this publication are not binding; While the basic characteristics as
described and illustrated in this booklet remain unchanged, aprilia reserves the right, at any
time and without being required to update this publication beforehand, to make any changes to
components, parts or accessories, which it considers necessary to improve the product or
which are required for manufacturing or construction reasons. Page 3 - This manual provides
the main information to carry out regular maintenance operations on your vehicle. As it is not
possible to include complete mechanical notions in this manual, users should have basic
mechanical knowledge or minimum knowledge about the procedures involved when repairing
scooters. Page 7: Safety Rules RSV4 R Characteristics Rules Safety rules Carbon monoxide If
you need to keep the engine running while working on the vehicle, please ensure that you do so
in an open or very well ventilated area. Never run the engine in an enclosed area. If you do work
in an enclosed area, make sure to use a fume extraction system. Page 10 It is recommended,
during the first km mi , not to exceed rpm and rpm up km mi. Description Type Quantity Torque
Page Maintenance Chart Adequate maintenance is fundamental to ensuring long-lasting,
optimum operation and performance of your vehicle. To this end, Aprilia offers a set of checks
and maintenance services at the owner's expense , that are summarised in the table shown on
the following page. Any minor faults must be reported without delay to an Authorised Aprilia
Dealer or Sub-Dealer without waiting until the next scheduled service to solve it. Characteristic
Acceptable values with control clearance be- tween cam and valve intake: 0. V4 are equipped
with con- ventional exhaust camshaft gears, while engines from en- gine No. V4 , are equipped
with self-adjusting exhaust camshaft gears. V4 are equipped with conventional exhaust
camshaft gears, while engines from engine No. YES, go to 4; Side stand sensor 2. Fuel pump 3.
Instrument panel 4. Left hand switch 5. Right hand switch 6. Water Temperature Sensor 7.
Cooling fans 8. Upper injectors 9. Air temperature sensor Starter motor Lower injectors Air
pressure sensor Front section 2. Central section 3. Rear section Special checks for the correct
connection and laying of cables It is extremely important that any security-locks for the
following connectors are properly connected and correctly tightened to ensure proper engine,
and therefore proper vehicle, operation. TBEI M6x30 screw x2 Cable grommet Relay with relay
socket rubber ring Left handlebar control Clutch connector Right handlebar control Front stop
switch connector The key switch connector has a longer cable harness in comparison to the 6
pin connectors for the left light switch. Cable harness routing to right handlebar con- trol
Headlamp connectors Cable grommet 2. Starter motor 4. Clamp 5. Exhaust valve actuator cable
harness routing 6. Oil pressure sensor and cable harness routing Slave Demand cable harness
routing creating a "U-bend" in the cable harness Flywheel connector Regulator connector
Instrument panel branch vehicle cable harness Fan connector T-shaped bushing Gear sensor
cable harness routing Oxygen sensor connector on the vehicle cable harness Gear sensor
Oxygen sensor connector Stand switch cable harness routing Oxygen sensor cable harness
routing Position the gear sensor and stand switch con Clamp Battery - engine ground lead
Engine - battery ground cable harness routing The engine - battery ground cable harness must
not be visible within the area indicated with a red triangle. Cylinder 1 Cylinder 2 Cylinder 3
Cylinder 4 Cylinder bank 1 Cylinder bank 2 Throttle body 1 FARF 1 Lower filter box Then fasten
the "motorised throttle body 1 rear " to the rubber manifolds with the clip-on clamps us- ing the
specific tool. Cable harness routing branch "4" under the 3-way fitting Engine speed sensor
cable routing between the front motorised throttle body and the 3-way fit- ting Lower injector 3
cable harness connector output "17" - green connector Coil 3 - long cable harness Upper
injector 1 cable harness connector output "23" - black connector Speed sensor 9. TE M6x20
screw Starter motor cable on the vehicle cable harness Check that the fan relay 20 , safety relay
23 and fall sensor 19 are connected correctly fit on the relative mounting. Speed sensor cable
harness ECU diagnosis connector Instrument panel diagnosis connector Insert the instrument
panel diagnosis and the ECU diagnosis connectors in their specific seats License plate frame
and taillight cable harness routing Taillight connector Fuel pump connector Insert the tape
clamp on the cable harness in the hole on the right side of the saddle mounting Clamp Inner
Intake duct control unit Intake duct control unit connector For connec- tors whose terminals are
not visible e. Marelli control unit use a metal cable of suitable diameter If not OK, restore; Page
RSV4 R Electrical system In this mode, a chart is displayed showing potential errors in the
immobilizer and the sensors connected to it. DSB 01 - Immobilizer fault: key code read but not
recognised. Up to 4 keys can be stored. Potential errors will be shown The instrument panel
does not indicate the presence of this error even in the ATT status. Electrical characteristics:
Electrical motor resistance. Page RSV4 R Electrical system Function The throttle grip is the part
to which the throttle control cables arrive; its task is to translate the rid- er's power request

Demand into an electrical signal to be sent to the electronic control unit. Page RSV4 R Electrical
system throttle grip sensor connector or the control unit connector : if the cable is not ground
insu- lated, restore the wiring. Page RSV4 R Electrical system cated by the diagnosis
instrument: if the voltage does not vary, there is a short circuit in the cable wiring; replace the
throttle grip sensor if the voltage drops to zero. Power supply 5V 2. Ground connection 3. If
there is, it means that the control unit does not supply the ground connection and therefore
should be replaced. If shorted to negative: voltage equal to zero has been detected. The lower
injectors work in the field of low engine revs, the upper injectors in the field of high engine revs.
Page RSV4 R Electrical system onds and the injector cable connected to control unit is closed
to ground for 4 ms per second. Disconnect the 4-way connector of the fuel pump to be able to
hear the relay and injector activation. The continuity of the wiring is necessary for correct
activation: no error indications If there is no connection, replace the injector. Page RSV4 R
Electrical system strap on engine cable harness ; coil 4 with short cable: on the right of the
front side of the filter box. Electrical characteristics: 0. Page RSV4 R Electrical system the
ground insulation of the cable from coil connector or control unit connector , if not OK, restore
cable harness. If shorted to negative: no voltage has been detected. Page RSV4 R Electrical
system throttle body connector and control unit connector and check if there is cables
continuity; if there is no continuity, restore the cable harness. If there is continuity, with the
throttle body connector connected, check that the resistance, from the throttle control unit
connector, between PIN 3 and 15 is within 1 and 2. The cause may be a malfunction in one of the
two sensors or an ab The test is performed only once when the key is set to ON. There is an
error when the general warning light turns on. Electrical characteristics: PIN gear indication:
closed circuit continuity ; gear engaged: open circuit infinite resistance. Gear engaged circuit
resistance: 1st gear: 0. Page RSV4 R Electrical system replace the sensor there is short circuit
to ground of the pink cable in the section from the sensor connector to the sensor or inside the
sensor. Clutch lever sensor Function It tells the clutch lever position to the control unit. The
valve in the exhaust duct. If potentiometer signal is below maximum threshold: voltage of the
minimum end of stroke position closed valve outside the foreseen field has been detected. If
during this period there is no activity on BUS, every nod has the same chance to send a
message Multiple Access. ENG VE - Characteristic Maximum selection fork axial clearance 0. If
necessary, replace the parts. Check the gear selector spring for damage and wear. If necessary,
replace the part. Check the dual starter gear toothing 1 and the freewheel gear 2 to see if the
material is dam- aged or deformed. Page RSV4 R Engine If deformations or broken material are
found on the sliding surface, replace the freewheel gear 2. Check the freewheel sliding surface 2
for wear. Make sure that the woodruff key slot is in perfect condition. ENG - Checking the clutch
plates Characteristic Maximum clutch disc deformation in compar- ison to a flat surface 0. If
necessary, replace the bell. Check the riveted joint between the clutch bell and the primary drive
sprocket for correct sealing and evenness. This screw must be replaced at each reassembly.
Specific tooling Y Flywheel retainer Y Primary gear lock Specific tooling Page RSV4 R Engine If
the measured deviation exceeds the specified limit, determine if the valve or the guide must be
replaced. Characteristic Valve stem distortion 0. The category is marked on the crankcase, on
the right side, in the area below the crankshaft. As a result, only the two semi-bushing
combinations are possible: 1. Page RSV4 R Engine Crankshaft fitting If the two timing chain
control sprockets 1 - 2 on the crankshaft were removed, check their exact positioning carefully
because the two components cannot be interchanged. Remember that the thicker sprocket 1
must be positioned from the clutch side of the crankshaft. Specific tooling Y Primary gear lock
Installing connecting rods - pistons The piston rings are different and must be fit with the
markings "R" and "RN" facing upward. Preassemble the pistons on the workbench with the
connecting rod shank and the relative semi- bushing. To check that the intermediate casing is
oriented correctly, check the gasket seat. Page RSV4 R Engine The Blow-by system uses the
rotation of the countershaft 1 to separate the engine oil into oil vapour and liquid. The oil
vapours exit from the fitting 2 on the alternator cover and enter the air filter box whereas the
liquid returns to the oil sump. Control unit position 2. Hand grip position sensor 3. Fall sensor 4.
Clutch position sensor 6. Fuel pump inside the tank 7. Air temperature sensor 8. Air pressure
sensor MAP 9. Upper injectors Coils spark plug cover Engine throttle valves Throttle valve
position sensor Electric fan Starter motor Page RSV4 R Power supply Removing the injector To
optimise engine performance, there are four lower injectors on the throttle bodies and four upper injectors on the filter box. Except during tran- sition stages, only the lower or the upper
injectors are working at any given time. Checking the throttle body The throttle bodies are
maintenance free and are not serviceable. Replace the entire assembly in the event of
malfunction. Page RSV4 R Power supply a variable geometry control unit for managing the
system, interfaced with the engine injection control unit Operation At key-ON, the variable

geometry control unit low- ers the ducts if still in the raised position. Subsequently, depending
on the control voltage Page RSV4 R Power supply Variable geometry intake Cylinders
synchronisation The control unit receives information on the intake pressure in the four ducts
from the two pressure sensors: as the control unit knows the timing phase of the cylinders, it
can calculate the individ- ual pressure of the four cylinders. Page RSV4 R Power supply After
making any adjustment, wait for confirmation that the position of the adjusted screw position is
now correct. The procedure then continues with screws 2 and 4. To ensure correct engine
operation, one of the two screws of each throttle body must always be closed. Rotation must be
constant, smooth and noiseless. An excessive eccentricity is usually caused by worn or
damaged bearings. Replace the rim if, after replacing the bearings, the value is not within the
specified limit. SUSP - These scorings can be eliminated by rubbing them with wet sandpaper
grain 1. If there are signs of excessive wear or damage, replace the affected component. Page
RSV4 R Suspensions Removing The steering damper steering more precise and stable,
improving motorcycle handling in all con- ditions. Replace the rim 2 if after replacing the
bearings, the value is not within the specified limit. This turns the adjustment bushing 3 ,
driving the swingarm in until fully seated. Engine oil cooler CHAS - The following operations
refers to a single disc but apply to both. Page RSV4 R Braking system Bleeding the braking
system Front Any air trapped in the hydraulic circuit acts as a cushion, absorbing much of the
pressure applied by the brake pump and minimising the braking power of the calliper. Air in the
system causes a "spongy" feeling in the brake control and poor braking efficiency. Centrifugal
pump 2. Thermostatic valve 3. Radiator 4. Electric fans 5. Expansion tank 6. With the thermostat
open 7. With the thermostat closed 8. From front head 9. From rear head Side fairings D
kawasaki fb460v manual pdf
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o not strain the connection between the two semi- arch braces, as this would prevent the
removal of the clamp. Aesthetic inspection - Paintwork - Fitting of Plastic Parts - Scratches - Dirt
Tightening torques inspection - Safety locks: front and rear suspension unit Page RSV4 R
Pre-delivery - Response to throttle control - Stability when accelerating and braking - Front and
rear brake efficiency - Front and rear suspension efficiency - Abnormal noise Static test Static
check after test drive: - Restarting when warmed up PRE DE - Page Air filter: 65 Battery: Brake:
â€”, , , , Bulbs: Chain: 13, , Clutch: 75, , , , , â€”, , , , , Clutch lever: Coolant: , , Engine oil: 63, ,
Fork: , , , Forks: Fuel: 65, , , , , Page Spark plug: 62, 67 Stand: 87, , , , , Start-up: , Tank: 65, ,
Transmission: 12, , Tyres: 14 Warning lights: Windshield This manual is also suitable for: Rsv4
factory. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password.

